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Abstract 

This publication envisage the priorities stabilize the banking sector Ukraine aimed at increasing the capitalization of banks; improvement 
of approaches to the regulation of banking transactions with related persons; strengthening the responsibility of bank managers, owners of 
substantial destiny and other related worthy for activities that lead to the insolvency of banks; assess the quality of banks' assets in order to 
determine the need for additional capitalization of banks; Further purification banking financial institutions that are insolvent, make money 
laundering and fail to comply with the law; develop a coordinated system of extra-judicial restructuring loans and promoting voluntary 
restructuring currency mortgage loans. 
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1 Introduction 

Persistence and stability of the banking system is one of the 
most important conditions for the development of any 
national economy. The stability, clarity and predictability of 
the banking system allow to increase predictability of 
activities to investors and to increase the force of attraction 
of other economic agents. The stability of the banking 
system depends not only on the level of competitiveness and 
demonstration of sustainable growth, but also aggregate 
capacity to resist crises. Therefore, crisis management is 
gradually becoming apparent and in absolutely essential 
factor of everyday banking. This simple and accessible tool 
for antichrists’ management are the still rare in the banking 
system of Ukraine. 

2 Format 

In 2014, Ukraine has experienced an unprecedented com-
bination of political, financial, economic and banking crisis. 
The conflict in eastern Ukraine with accumulated in pre-
vious years macroeconomic imbalances destroyed macro-
financial stability of the country. Actions of National Bank 
in this difficult period were radical and systemic challenges 
is quite consistent with severe crisis. 

The decline in aggregate demand and flow of savings 
bank in the non-banking sector significantly undermined the 
financial stability of the banking institutions of Ukraine. 
Thus, in 2014 the number of banks with banking license of 
the National Bank of Ukraine decreased from 180 to 163 
banks. During the year, 33 banks declared insolvent and 
transferred to the Fund Deposit Guarantee, and 17 of which 
were taken the decision to liquidate. In addition, two banks 
were withdrawn and revoked banking licenses in connection 
with the annexation of the Crimea. 

The most impressionable to shocks were banks that per-
formed risky unbalanced policy or lent large-scale projects 
and suffered a loss of temporary occupation of the Auto-
nomous Republic of Crimea and the situation in eastern 
Ukraine. weighing in unstable conditions for the develop-
ment of the banking business, the NBU in 2014 conducted 
stress tests of 35 large banks. Originally completed in late 
August, stress testing 15 largest banks in Ukraine, conduc-
ted by the terms of reference agreed with the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank. Tests showed that nine 
of the fifteen banks need to raise capital. The required 
amount - 56 billion. UAH. During stress testing situation 
was simulated for 3 years. Accordingly, capital deficit esti-
mated for the entire period. These results largely coincided 
with the findings of a comprehensive inspection, which has 
managed to hold the controller in some banks. Diagnostics 
and benchmarking audit companies engaged in the "big 
four", a list of which was agreed with the IMF and the World 
Bank. Diagnosis was made on the basis of the balance sheets 
of banks, recorded on January 1, 2014. The auditors exami-
ned the loan portfolio of banks on that date, assessed value 
of assets revaluation conducted mortgages, checking accu-
racy of reserves and so on. With stress tests evaluated the 
stability of banks in case of a possible deterioration in the 
next three years, that may change as the value of collateral 
real estate, as in some situations, borrowers will act as prob-
lem loan portfolio increased more. Check these 20 financial 
institutions be completed by the end of October 2014. The 
results were expected. Capitalization needed 18 facilities 
totaling $ 66 billion. UAH. With owners and investors of 
these banks held a constructive dialogue and consensus 
reached on the need for a statutory capital of financial 
institutions. 

It should be noted that stress testing is a method of quan-
titative risk assessment, which is to determine the value of 
an inconsistent position that puts the bank at risk and in 
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determining shock value of changing external factors – ex-
change rate, interest rate and so on. The combination of 
these values gives an idea of amount forfeit or income re-
ceived by the Bank, if things develop on the assumptions 
laid. Stress testing is widely used to measure credit risk, 
liquidity risk, foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk and 
asset values. 

The purpose of stress testing, conducted in Ukraine was 
to evaluate the risks and determine the capacity of insti-
tutions to withstand shocks in the financial market. As a 
basic risk factors NBU recommend using the following: 1) 
macroeconomic indicators stable economic situation (eco-
nomic recession, a radical change in direction of develop-
ment of the economy, first-class companies defaulted borro-
wers, etc.); significant fluctuations of the currency; open-
ness and accessibility of the interbank market; level of 
political stability and international; the stability of financial 
markets, including opportunity to counter speculative 
attacks; changes in interest rates, for example, LIBOR, the 
discount rate, etc; the possibility of impairment of property 
which is pledged as collateral for bank credit operations (eg, 
due to falling real estate prices, the crisis of Industrial 
Sectors, etc.); volatility in energy prices; 2) microeconomic 
indicators: access to external sources of bank liquidity 
support; the competitive position of the bank (determined by 
the method of SWOT-analysis as a generalized assessment). 

Also, to stabilize the banking system of Ukraine should 
solve the issue of protecting the interests of creditors. After 
all, this leads to a decrease in foreign investment in Ukraine 
and increase the portfolio of bad loans Ukrainian banks 
because of the deterioration of payment discipline borro-
wers, in particular, do not pay on loans. 

A law on the strengthening of owners and managers of 
banks - additional leverage on them, it will significantly 

enhance the conservation and enhancement of guarantee funds 
of individuals and businesses. Today the banking system needs 
to "clean" - the banks do not have to engage in non-core 
business operations and serve their shareholders. After this, 
they expose to risk funds as their clients and other market 
participants, the stability of the banking sector as a whole. 

To strengthen the banking system, the National Bank of 
Ukraine: 

- Displays the market problem insolvent banks and 
banks involved in money laundering; 

- Increased capital requirements for new banks to 500 
mln. USD., And approved a plan to increase the equity of 
banks with a minimum of 120 mln. USD. to 500 mln. USD. 

- Improved procedures for the withdrawal of banks from 
the market. Now it is a truly international practice, which 
was developed jointly with the IMF and the World Bank. 

3 Conclusions 

Further, the main  priorities regulator in banking supervision: 
the level of capitalization of banks; improvement of 
approaches to the regulation of banking transactions with 
related parties; identify the real volume of transactions with 
related parties and taking measures to reduce them; streng-
then accountability, including by establishing criminal liabi-
lity of bank managers, owners of substantial participation 
and other related entities for activities that lead to the 
insolvency of banks; assess the quality of banks' assets in 
order to determine the need for additional capitalization of 
banks; Further purification banking financial institutions 
that are insolvent, make money laundering and fail to comp-
ly with the law; develop a coordinated system of extra-judi-
cial restructuring loans and promoting voluntary restructu-
ring currency mortgage loans. 
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